Off We Go! Resources
Faces to Places

Lines from the poem to put in order

Mars article and advertisement
True/False/Partly True Statements
Venn Diagram

Abram Wood’s Family

Dates to put in order (3 sets on one page)

Mutiny on the School Ship Bounty
Punctuation exercise (2 sets on one page)

Pacio’r Cês

Instructions to put in order

Branwen and Bendigeidfran
Reading words

Betsan the Brave
Summary diagram
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The train from Neath is driven by Keith
Who stops at Merthyr for Auntie Bertha
And picks up Dave at Abercrave,
And then he gets Benny from Abergavenny.
Clare pays her fare at Aberdare
And stands by Mandy at Tonypandy.
Milly and Billy get on at Caerphilly
And ask: ‘Is it far then
To go to Carmarthen?’
From station to station
On wheels and on rails:
Our destination? . . . The whole of Wales!

Mars is often referred to as the ‘Blue Planet’.

It is certain that life exists on Mars.

by the year 2030.

as low as –300˚ in winter.

had been for a while – around 35 million miles apart.

In the year 2002 Mars and Earth were the closest they

become very close.

Every two years or so Mars and Earth

The USA hopes that humans will have landed on Mars

Mars is over 100 million miles away from Earth.

Mars has a very thin atmosphere.

The temperature on Mars reaches

12 months for a spacecraft to get to Mars.

According to experts, it would take around

volcano in the solar system – Olympus Mons.

Mars has three moons, as well as the largest
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miss began ayana. you dont mean thats our new school
mrs mostyn beamed she could hardly contain herself now dont get too
excited children she warned we can only use the ss bounty if it passes
its inspection
the children were not looking excited at all a few looked dumbfounded
and most looked plain worried
but...its a wreck moaned shilpa williams
it is a bit run down admitted mrs mostyn but once weve got to work
with some brillo pads and poster paints itll soon look as good as new
we repeated ayana youre saying we are reparing it
oh ayana trilled mrs mostyn just think of the merit stickers youll earn
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and most looked plain worried
but...its a wreck moaned shilpa williams
it is a bit run down admitted mrs mostyn but once weve got to work
with some brillo pads and poster paints itll soon look as good as new
we repeated ayana youre saying we are reparing it
oh ayana trilled mrs mostyn just think of the merit stickers youll earn

The aim of the game is to fill your case with the items needed to take with you on holiday.
You can choose from one of the following holidays:
• walking holiday in the Andes Mountains, Patagonia
• snorkelling holiday on the Great Barrier Reef, Australia
• beach holiday in Tenerife, Spain
• skiing holiday in Davos, Switzerland

Each player chooses a case.

There is a packing list for each holiday. Each player chooses a list that matches their
chosen destination. Each packing list contains eight items needed for the holiday case.

The packing cards are shuffled and placed individually face down on the table.

Choose the player who is to go first. That player turns over one of the packing cards.

If the item shown is needed for that player’s holiday destination, the item is then placed in
the player’s holiday case. The next player is the player to the left of the first player.

If, however, the item is not needed for that holiday destination the player turns the
packing card face down again on the table.

The next player is the player to the left of the first player.

Play continues until one of the players succeeds in collecting all eight items needed for
their holiday destination.

This player is the winner. Enjoy your holiday!
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